Summer Safety Reminder for Research Labs

- **KNOW** the hazards associated with your experiment
- **REPORT** hazards and concerns to your Supervisor
- **DO NOT** work alone
- **NEVER** conduct experiments without authorization from your Supervisor
- **NEVER** leave experiments unsupervised
- **REVIEW** the emergency procedures
- **KNOW** the location of the lab’s safety equipment and know how to use it
- **WEAR** appropriate lab attire
  - ✔ Knee-length lab coat (worn closed)
  - ✔ Safety glasses
  - ✔ Closed shoes
- **NOT** permitted: sandals, including open-back shoes & summer clothing, such as shorts, Capri pants, short skirts, etc.
- **ENSURE** proper skin coverage at all times
- **TIE** long hair back
- **TAKE** W.H.I.M.I.S. training
- **NO** food and drink permitted in the lab

Have a healthy & safe summer! ☀️